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Ms excel personal finance templates

Do you want to track your income and expenses incurred regularly? The personal budget spreadsheet helps you track, manage, and calculate your income, expenses, and savings. The first sheet is a Personal Budget sheet that contains a person's income, expense, and savings details
records on a monthly basis. This template includes most expense heads. We strongly recommend keeping this sheet updated regularly for real vision at all times. The spreadsheet also helps you set some savings goal. The monthly breakdown helps you analyze the months you saved the
most and the months you spent the most. You can easily track different types of expenses incurred in categories, such as home, daily life, transportation, etc. The sheet also provides the potential value to save for each month. The second sheet is the Dashboards blade that graphically
provides the summarized data from the personal budget sheet. Annual revenue and expenses are represented as pie charts that provide an easy-to-understand view of the budget. There is a bar chart and ring chart that represent a monthly distribution of expenses under multiple heads. It
also has a chart of revenue, expense and savings lines. Personal Budget Spreadsheet for Excel® 2003+ &amp; OpenOffice Start by downloading the template and recording your revenue followed by expenses in the spreadsheet. The first worksheet is the personal budget worksheet that
will have the details of possible sources of income as well as the amounts received through each of the sources. The various sources of income included by default are: Salary / Wages Business Pension Interest / Dividends MiscellaneousThe worksheet also includes a set savings goal for
each month that one should aim to achieve through a successful budget. The savings goal can be a single goal or a set of projected goals. The net value of the savings target is calculated monthly, as well as an aggregate annual amount of savings. Monthly analysis helps you get a
projected picture of the overall savings goals individuals aim to achieve and the amounts they can potentially allocate to their savings. It also helps you make better decisions about your savings and expenses. Home Daily Living Transportation Entertainment Health Holidays Recreation
Subscriptions Personal Financial Obligations Miscellaneous Payments Potential savings made by an individual are calculated by a simple subtraction from the sum of the Total Savings Goal and Total Total Income Expenses. This value is calculated on both a monthly and annual basis. The
Dashboards worksheet displays the summary of your personal budget in four different charts. These four distributions are: RevenueThe Circular Revenue shows the portion of each source of the revenue you receive. The chart helps you easily interpret the source of revenue with the largest
and smallest ratio. ExpensesThe representation of the bar chart monthly expenses by category. The same data is also used in ring charts, which show the portion of each expense category. The Annual Foot - Expenses and DistributionThe circular chart shows the percentage portion of the
summarized expenses incurred throughout the year. The chart helps determine categories with most and minimum expenses, which can help you analyze your budget further and possibly identify some categories with expenses that can be avoided partially or completely. The Revenue -
Expenses and Savings chartThe line chart shows the status of the various categories such as revenue, expenses for each month relative to the previous month. The groups shown in the chart are: Potential for Revenue Expenses to Save Savings Goal What does the Potential to Save value
mean? The potential to save is the amount of money a person can save in a month, either by higher income or by decreasing expenses. The ideal value is 0 (zero), indicating that any increase in income or decreases in expenses are automatically allocated to savings. This value would be
achieved if savings targets had been met. What does the Personal Budget Dashboards worksheet do? The dashboard spreadsheet makes it easy to understand and analyse your budget with the help of charts and charts. The report provides a summary of your personal budget based on
the Revenue pie chart, the Des expenses bar chart, the annual expense distribution pie chart and revenue expenses, and the savings chart. The panel provides an overview of the various expenses and savings. It helps analyze your budget, as well as make decisions regarding improving
income, savings and reducing unnecessary expenditures. Function used in templateSUM(number1, [number2], [number3], [number4], ...) What if you could easily and precisely visualize your financial health? Wouldn't it be great if you knew where your money is all the time? Fortunately,
Vertex42 has a range of spreadsheets that make this possible. Here are 15 of the best financial spreadsheets you have to offer. 1. Family budget planner When you have a mortgage, children, a car payment, and other expenses to track, it is difficult to balance the budget and avoid
excessive spending. You need a level of financial awareness that paul Krugman may not even possess. Or, you could turn on Excel. This spreadsheet can give even You Need A Budget a career for your money. It allows you to create an annual budget to project revenue and expenses,
while taking care of variable expenses and changes in revenue. 2. Personal Monthly Budget Worksheet If you don't have a family and are eager to take control of your finances, why not take a look at this spreadsheet monthly staff? It allows you to create a budget just for you and then
compare it to what you spend. There are fields for daily expenses, as well as entertainment and discretionary expenses. It is also easy to use. The spreadsheet only spans a single page can be printed on a sheet of paper in portrait orientation. 3. College budget template Going to college is
scary. You're away from your parents, and everything they did for you---washing, cooking and cleaning--- now it's something you have to deal with. Only. You'll also have to take care of your finances and avoid the charm of overdrafts and credit cards. How do you do that? With this
university budget spreadsheet, of course. This allows you to plan the cost of studying over months, semesters, and years. It will help you keep your bank account black. 4. Christmas Gift / Holiday Expense Budget It is the most wonderful time of year, as the song says. It is also the most
expensive time of year, as families are increasingly pushed into debt to buy luxurious gifts. It doesn't have to be like this. This spreadsheet allows you to set a total budget, allocate it person by person and use it as a guide for your gift buying strategy. 5. Travel budget worksheet If you like to
travel, you should be meticulous in planning your costs. With this beautiful travel budget worksheet, it's easy. The spreadsheet allows you to set a total budget, subtract accommodation and transport, and then take into account discretionary spending. 6. Money Manager for Kids Many
parents give their children an assignment. It's a great way for them to learn about the inherent value of money, and buy the things they want. It's also a great way to teach them about budgets and savings. So why not also allow them to visualize their progress with this children's money
manager? It is a budget template, but packaged to attract and serve young minds. 7. Results Analysis Template A results account is a document that declares how much you earned and how much you spent. They are used in both businesses and households to give an image of financial
health. This spreadsheet is designed for a small business owner and allows you to take control of your business finances thoroughly and meticulously. 8. Saving Target Tracker Save money is difficult. Especially when you don't have a solid goal, apart from savings. And let's face it, there
are a lot of brilliant things for sale, which can easily get your money out of your wallet. How do you deal with this? Visualizing your goals and charting your progress towards them. And what better way to do that than with this spreadsheet? For additional help saving money and reducing
spending, take a look at these useful apps and sites: times are tough. A lot of people are struggling. And many people find themselves in a hole, missing credit cards and car payments, and when they leave, they find that their credit is triggered. But something can be done. Repair credit it is
only possible, but it is also relatively painless. With this spreadsheet, you can work to rehabilitate yourself in the eyes of credit reporting agencies. Mortgages are a bit like house guests. House. you get rid of them first, the better. The best and fastest way to get rid of a mortgage is to make
additional payments. So why not take a look at this additional payment calculator, which can show you the benefits of reduced interest when you pay your mortgage in additional chunks. Bright! A lot of people do everything they spend on a credit card. If you pay your balance in full each
month, it's actually a great strategy. You'll see faster resolution times if someone steals money from your account, and you can accumulate thousands of points that you can spend on free goods like hotel rooms and flights. To make sure you have a firm idea of how much money you're
spending on credit, use this credit account registration template. 12. Wedding budget planning weddings are very expensive issues. Of course, they don't have to be--- you should spend the money on a house or invest it in your pension instead. But most people who are in love don't want to
hear such strong advice. If you're planning for your big day and intend to spend a lot of money to create the perfect event, you need a wedding budget planner. 13. Donation tracker Are you planning to host a fundraising event? One of the most important aspects of a successful campaign is
keeping an eye on the amount of money that is coming. This worksheet provides columns for the date, payment type, donor, and notes. 14. Price Comparison Template The key to getting a good bargain is shopping. But with so many places competing for your business---all on the street
and online--- it can be hard to remember all the prices you've seen. That's where a price comparison tracker is useful. Enter all the prices you see and make an informed decision about the store you're going to use. 15. Money Tracker We will leave you with a budgeting application that has
been specially designed for use in the smartphone version of Excel. Columns are narrow and less cluttered, making it much easier to update on a small screen while on the move. Each column also has a drop-down list. You can use it to easily add the date or select one of your most
common beneficiaries. Other useful Excel spreadsheet templates Financial templates are not the only way Excel can help you keep your life in order. See the best tax templates for Microsoft Excel for more information. Of course, spreadsheets are a great way to stay on top of other areas of
your life, too. How about using these useful spreadsheet templates to organize your life? Need more help with money management? Learn how to analyze your expenses with Google Drive or check out some and some YouTube channels to help you manage your finances. And be sure to
stay at the top of the financial market with this list of useful sites. How to add fonts to GIMP (Download and Install) Here, we will show you how you can easily download and install eye-catching fonts for GIMP. Related topics Microsoft Excel Productivity Spreadsheet Managing Money about
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